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1.0 FORENORD
The possibility of havin_ to fire the orbiter Primary Reaction Control
System (PECS) jets during construction of the space station would re-
quire a critical decision - whether or not to jettison a partially as-
sembled structure if there is danger of structural failure. This scenario
could arise in the event of vernier jet failure during construction of the
structure, since vernier failure would require the use of the PRCS jets
for attitude control. To understar, d the consequences of such a decision,
it is necessary to determine the dynamic response of the orbiter and an
attached structure during PRCS firing, in particular, determinatior of
an envelope of PRCS operation which can be tolerated at any siren stage
of construction is highly desirable.
The Structural Analysis Verification Experiment (SAVE) (see reference i)
is a proposed flight experiment designed to e_,aiuate a-.d de_onst_'ate the
validity of the design, procedures, assembly processes, and anal_Jtical tools
to be used for the development of the space station. Thus, the SAVE struct-
ure would be as representative as possible or both the harCv.,are and as-
sembly procedures of the space station. Cie_riy, the technical and pro-
grammatical issues raised during the design and implementation of SAVE
would have direct analogies during the evolution of the sp:_e station.
The study described herein makes a si_ple evaluation of the effects of
firing the orbiter PRCS jets while the SAVE structure is attached to the
payload bay. While the proposed SAk,_Estructure is different in detai! frox_
any of _he truss sections which t4ilL likely n-.akeup the space station, it
is nor,theless representative of the size and dy_amlc characleristlcs of
a structure which could reasonably be built during a s_r.91e shuttle mis-
sion. Therefore, the results of this study should provide e good basis
for further analysis as the actual design of type space .statior, proceeds.
2.0 SUMMARY
This stud_J shows that it is possible to.define some simple scenarios by
_...._hicb: to adjust the attitude of t._e orbiter us!.ng PP,CS jets _,_i_hout failure
of the SAVE structure, Ho_,,,euer, it is c_.ea," that the masni_'ude and type of
orbiter rr,otior_ that can be tolerated is fire-,lied. "r'_us, a more ,_.-.-.ta!'_ed
analysis is necessary to precisely defi. r_e the operational co_,straints on
PRCS firing t._-,atwill be required _or safe asse:"_bly and ,.estin_q of the S_VE
structure. Similar ope_atioqal constrairts will be necessa_'> for the first
several steps of the s.-_.acestation assembly p:-ocess, _r:d fu:'ther ,_r:_Z_.,sis
should attempt to quantify those li-qits as well.
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3,0 INTRODUCTION
This study considers the effect that firin£ the orbiter PRCS jets has on
the baseline SAVE structure_ the aim bein£ to determir_e the ap#roximate
limits of orbiter motion that can be tolerated by the structure without
failure of a truss member.
The baseline SAVE structure which was used for this study is shown on
fisure i. The foliowin S !ist details the importsnt features o4 the base-
line confisuration.
a. A main truss section of 16 bays of 5 meter ortho_onal tetrahedral
truss built it, the orbiter z-axis.
b. 2 truss bays on each side of the main section which fo_m a 4 ha#
"T" section.
c. The "T" section is oriented perpendicular to the orbiter payload
bay and there is a mass of 453._ kS on each ti_.
d. A total of 2286 kS of non-load carryin S utilit W trays distributed
alon9 both sides of the eisht bays nearest the orbiter.
e. The truss members are sraphite epoxy tubes with an o_tside
diameter of 0.0508 m and a waii thickness of 1.5 X !0Wi-3 m.
The tubes have a Young's modulus of 2.7579 X 10kkl! ntimRt2 a
cross sectional area of 2.35_ X i0Ww-4 mWW2, and a density, of
!605.4 ks/m_W3.
The foI!owins sections siva the details of the finite element mode! that
was used for this study, and the correspondin S results.
Tip Mass
Ti p Mass
16 Bay Main Truss
Utility Trays
Figure i - Baseline SAVEConfiguration.
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4.0 MODEL DESCRIPTION
The MSC/NASTRAN finite element model which was used for this stud_, consists
of the orbiter attached to the SAVE structure with all the features listed
in the previous section. The individual truss members were modeled with ROD
elements(axia!stiffness only) with an assumed modal dampin 9 ratio of
!/2 %. The joints which connected the truss members were represented as 5.2
k9 point masses.
The orbiter was modeled as a rigid body with all _ vernier and 38 primary
Reaction Control System 3ets modeled at their correct positions, with their
appropriate force magnitudes and directions. Fisure 2 ( taken from ref-
erence 2 ) shows the identification code and location and direction of each
jet.
The rigid body mass properties of the orbiter, the SAVE structure, and the
SAVE structure attached to the orbiter are showr_ in table i.
The orbiter and the SAVE structure were connected by Linear springs at the
four points at the base of the main truss section. T(_o of the points are
designated as "forward" connection points and two as "aft", referring _o
their position in the pad,Load bay. Each connection ooint had three springs ;
o_e along the x-axis, one along the y-axis, and one along the z-axis.
Fisure 3 shows the forward and aft connection points _ith the corresponding
axis directions.
The springs followed the usual linear sprir_g relation :
F = Kx
where the stiffness value (K) was varied to represent t_e approximate
stiffness of the connection it, each direction. T_bie 2 shows the stiffness
values that were used for the connections in this stuck,. These stiffness
_,alues were based on the stiffness of the orbiter payload ha!, at the iocs-
tions where the SAVE structure is Likely to be attached.
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Figure 2 - RCS Jet Locationsand Plume Directions.
TABLE i - Mass Properties of Orbiter and SAVE
Orbiter SAVE Orbiter with
SAVE attached
Mass (kg) 1.0G757 X i0.15 4.2GI5G X 10.-3 1.11019 X 10..5
Ixx (kg-m**2) 1.3598 X IO**G 3.4GG13 X IO**G 1.20837 X 10..7
[ roll ]
Iyp (kg-m**2) 1.0167 X 10..7 3.30281X lOi*G 2.07273 X 10..7
[ pitch ]
Izz (kg-m**2) 1.0641X i0._7 1.90503 X 10..5 1.08338 X I0._7
[ yaw ]
TypicalLongerons
Two ForwardConnectionPoints
Two Aft ConnectionPoints
×
¥
Figure 3.- Forwardand Aft ConnectionPoints.
TABLE 2 - Connection Fixture Stiffnesses
Connection Stiffness (i0_#7 nt/m)
Connection
Points X Y Z
Forward 3.8 0.2 i. 25
Aft 4.1 0.4 3.8
5.0 STUDY APPROACH
For a given shuttle maneuver there are five parameters which must be
determined.
• i. The set of RCS jets which are fired.
2. The number of pulses that each jet fires.
3. The length of each pulse.
4. The frequency of each pulse,
5. Whether each jet is fired indi,)idually ( with its own pulse
length, and frequenc2 ) or all jets are fired according to
the same timin_ pattern.
ideally, a study of this type would par_met"icall V very each of the above
parameters and determine a data point ?or each permutation. Clearly, the
scope of this study precludes that masrfitude of analysis, due to the ex-
cessive number of computer runs that would be required. H_wever, there are
some simple assumptions that can be made which reduce the size of the prob-
lem but still produce some meaningful, though incomplete, results.
The assumptions made for this stud i) are as follows :
i. For a 9i_Jen maneuver, all jets were fired according to the same
timin 9 pattern.
2. A subset of the complete problem was in_estigeted by assumins
that as one parameter was v_ried, all other parameters remained
constant. For example, the set of PRCS jets which were fired was
varied _._hile the pulse iength_ _he number of pulses, and the
frequencv of pulses were held constant. Thus_ a curve was gen-
erated which shob._sthe relation between an output parameter (such
as load in a member) versus the torque created by eacm set of
jets. Similar curves were generated for variations of the other
parameters.
3. Only a positive pi_ch maneuver was considered, it was found fro=
preJious stud_ that both _he p_tch aqc roll maneuvers potentially
produce member loads which exceed the allowed buckling load.
However, since the PRCS jets do not produce a pu_e roll momen_
it was decided to concentrate on motio_ in the pitch plane only.
Furthermore, since the first natural mode of the SAVE structure is
bending in the pitch p!ane_ it was clear that impulsive _orces
such as those that the PRCS jets produce would create 9renter re-
actions when a pitch maneu_,er was executed.
4. To produce the pitch motion, a set of twe!ve jet_. _as selected
which generated a fairly pure pitch moment.
FID LiU RIU F5R !
FLD LLU R2U FSL ( see figure 2 )
F_ L4U R4U
F4D
These jets produce a total pitch torque of 4.74338 X lOWW5 nt-m
(see reference 3), Nhile these jets may cr may not be used in a
realistic manuever_ their use in this context _as adequate For
the purpose of this s.tud#,
The remainin9 sections present the deteils of the s.tudy procedure and the
results obtained,
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G.O RESULTS
The results presented take the form of three curves. Each curve represents
the maximum compressive load in a longeron at the base of the truss (see
figure 3) for one of the following three positive pi_h s_enarios:
i. The pulse length varied from B0 ms to 150 rns for a single pulse of
• the 12 jets listed above. The result is a curve of member load
versus pulse length.
" 2. One 80 ms pulse of several sets of jets, each of which was a sub-
set of the set listed above. The -'esdlt is a curve of member load
versus the torque produced by each set o= jets.
3. Five 80 ms pulses, of the same jets as above, fired at various
frequencies. The result is a curve of member !o_d versus pulse
frequency.
G.I Longeron Load -us- Pulse Length
A series of cases were evaluated w_ere the PRCS jets listed in section 5.0
were fired in a si_gie pulse, in each case the length of the pulse was
changed. Figure 4 shows the fo_'cinS function that was use,_ where L is the
length of the pulse, and T is the total torque generated by each pulse (for
the 12 jets listed, T = 4.7433_ × 10m*5 nt-m ).
Since the model was linear, the result of linearly varying the pulse was a
straight line. Table 3 gives each value of pulse length with the maximum
compressive member load that was produced. Figure 5 shows the same results
plotted.
In each of these cases, the maximum !oad was produced in a !ongeron at the
base of the truss. The question, then, is which of these pulse lengths
produced a longeron load that exceeded the buckling load ? Figure 5 shoxs
a Line at a load value of 75_2 nt (i700 ibf) which represer_s the approx-
imate Euler buckling load for a 5 meter iongeron. Clearly, only the SO ms
pulse produced a load below this value. Thus, to fire a single pulse of the
PRCS jets without causing a truss rnember to fail, it would be necessary, to
have a pulse length of approximately, S0 ms or reduce the total torque o_
the jets to less than that used here. The next section investigates that
possibili t_,.
Before proceeding, however, it is. in,portent to note the amount of actual
motion of the orbiter _nd SAVE structure treat was produced by the L_ jets
fired in this section. In the case where the jets were fired in a single
80 ms pulse, the _enter of mass of the orbiter n_oved at an appro_im_te
rotational rate (pitch) of onl!_,0.1 degreesise_ while a 150 r,,spulse pro-
duced an approximate rate of or,ly 0.2 degrees/sec. The peak accele-ation
produced in each case bias higher than would norma!ly be used _n a maneuver,
but because the duration of the pulse was so much shorter than the r_atural
frequency of the system, the input was essentially an impulsive torque.
Thus_ the s),stem vibrated at its natural Ereqder, cy with an ampLi;tude det-
ermined by the length of the pulse and, despite the relative!y iow ansui_r
rates, the oscillations of the s_sterr, produced member loads which would
jeopardize the structure. Obviously, if large motions of the orbiter are
required at a time when a large structure such as the SAVE truss or _ space
station truss section is attached, it wi!l be necessary to significantly
limit the amplitude of the oscillations to avoid having to je_tisor, the
structure. Ii
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TABLE 3 - Maximum Compressive Member Loads produced by
a 9iven Pulse Len9th
I
Pulse Length Maximum Compressive Load in Truss Member I
(milliseconds) (nt) I
.I
80 6.9279 X 10..3
90 7.8200 X 10..3
I00 8.6280 X lOll3
ii0 9.4363 X i0.13
120 1.0253 X 10.'4
130 1.1065 X 10"'4
140 1.1860 X 10"'4
150 1.2668 X 10-.4
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Figure 5
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6.2 Lonseron Load -vs- Torque Produced
In this part of the analysis the number and location of PRCS jets that were
fired was varied to produce a range of input pitch torques. The aim here
was to determine the amount of torque that could be tolerated with a single
80 ms pulse, without causing a failure of a truss n_ember.
Table 4 shows the jets that were fired in each case, with the torcue pro-
" duced, and the correspondin9 rr,axirnum compressive rner_'_berload. Figure G
shows the results plotted as load versus torque.
The result here is a seneraily straisht line, althoush i_ should be _:oted
that when these cases were set up, the rol! and yaw torques were allowed to
be slightly different. For example, case @2 was set up by "turnin_ off"
four of the jets that were fired in case _2. An effort was rnade to elim-
inate jets which produced opposite reactions, but it was not possible to
assure that the net roll and yaw torques remained the same from one case
to another. The result of this was a s!ight chanse in the roll and pitch
motions from case to case, and hence a slight difference in the p%tch plane
reaction.
When the issue of truss n,ember bucklin_ is considered, it is clear from
figure G that by reducing the input torque_ it is like!v that a safe Load
level can be maintained. From these results, _nd those fro_ the previous
section, e few simple interpolations can be performed to determine a co_-
bination of pulse length and input torque that will maintain an acceptable
member load level.
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Table 4 - Maximum Compressive Load produced by smaller
sets of RCS jets
I
I Case # Jet Identifiers Total Pitch Torque Max. Compressive
I ( nt-m ) Load ( nt )
I
FID RIU LIU F5R
1 F2D R2U L2U F5L 4.74338 X $0_5 6.92790 X i0_3
I
F3D R4U L4U
F4D
F3D RIU LIU
2 F4D R2U L2U 3.39874 × i0_5 5.27024 X i0_3
R4U L4U
RIU LIU
3 R2U L2U 2.50614 X i0_5 3.69267 X i0_3
R4U L4U
4 L4U F5R 8.40777 X 10_4 1.24778 X 10_3
R4U F5L
5 F5R F5L 3.09560 X I0_3 4.46930 X i0_3
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G.3 Member Load -us- Pulse Frequency
The purpose of this section of the study was to show, in a simple manner,
the variation of response with the frequency at which the RCS jets were
fired. The procedure was to evaluate four cases, in which five 80 ms
pulses of the 12 RCS 3ets listed in section 5.0 were fired at various
frequencies. Fisure 7 shows this forcins function, where L is 80 ms, T is
4.74338 X i0,_5 nt-m (as before), and P is varied with each case. In each
case, the maximum compressive !oad that ,aas produced in a truss member
after each pulse was determined.
The choice of frequencies was based on the value of the fundamental fre-
quency of the SAVE structure. The first mode of the SAUE structure is bend-
ing about the y-axis (pitch), with a correspondin 9 naturai frequency of
0.5588 Hz. The frequencies that were used for the four RCS firings were
one half, four thirds, and twice the natural frequency es well as the
natural frequency itself. Table 5 shows the load produced after each pulse
for each of the four frequency vai_es, and figure 8 sho_s the same results
plotted.
As expected, when the pulses occurred at the natural freq_zency, the res-
ponse built up because every oscillation of the structure was accentuated
by a pulse of the RCS jets. At half the natural frequency, e_,ery other
oscillation was accentuated by a pulse, but the response was less _han
before, since the amplitude of each non-accentuated oscillation was reduced
by dampin 9. Conversely, in the cases _._here the frequency was 4/3 and twice
the natural frequency, various oscillations of the structure were cancelled
by the pulses of the RCS jets and the member loads were correspondingiy
small.
In each case, except where the pulse frequency was twice _he natural freq-
uency,, only two pulses were required to exceed the buck/ins load. !t seecns,
then, that any closely spaced pulses, resardless of their frequency, have
the potential to jeopardize the structure. Of course, the number of RCS
jets could be reduced as before to lessen the danger of member failure.
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Figure 7 - Five Pulse Forcin9 Function
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Table 5 - Maximum Compressive Load produced by varying
the frequency of RCS jet pulses.
Maximum Compressive Load ( nt )
I
I 1/2 Natural Natural 4/3 Natural Twice Natural
I Pulse Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency
I (0.2794 Hz) (0.5588 Hz) (0.7451 Hz) (1.1176 Hz)
I
I
I 1 6.928 X 10**3 6.928 X 10**3 6.928 X 10**3 6.928 X 10**3
I
I
I 2 1.204 X 10**4 1.285 X 10**4 8.374 X 10**3 1.040 X 10**3
I
I
I 3 1.612 X 10**4 1.792 X 10**4 6.502 X 10**3 7.043 X 10**3
I
I
I 4 ----- 2.271 X 10**4 2.095 X 10**3 2.035 )< 10**3
I
I
I 5 ----- 2.680 X 10**4 6.785 X 10**3 6.988 X 10**3
I
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Ficjure 8
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--VS-
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Notes : I,. 16 bay main truss, 4 bay "T"
2. Two 453.4 kg tip masses
3. Hax. + pitch maneuver
4. One 80 ms pulse
5. Wn = natural freq. = 0.5584 Hz
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7.0 CONCLUSI ONS
The results,presented in the precedins sections indicate that it is pos-
sible to define a scenario for firin S the orbiter Primary Reaction Control
System (PRCS) jets which will not jepardize the st_'uctural integrity of an
attached structure. In the particular ease that was invest!sated by this
study, it is clear that the SAVE structure would be able to withstand a
moderate amount of shuttle maneuverins if care was taken to determine
precise operational contraints. However, since the scope of this study was
sufficient only to establish a broad outline of allowsble orbiter motions,
more precise definition must be obtained. In particular, it would be hish!y
desirable to include a flexible mode! of the orbiter as well as a more
realistic set of PRCS firin£ patterns and, of course, to begin a similar
investigation with actual space station truss sections.
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